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IntRoductIon
Cytokine IL-17 family consists of 6 members; i.e., IL-17A to IL-17F, 
among which IL-25 has a unique structure and function. Most of 
IL-17 family members have pro-inflammatory function, while IL-25 
has a different responsibility towards progress of type 2 immune 
responses (Th2) [1]. IL-25 also has receptors called IL-17BR which 
are highly expressed in vivo by production and induction of Th2 
cells. Moreover, recent studies have proved that IL-25 plays a role 
in differentiation of Th2 and Th2 memory cells [2]. Some evidences 
have shown that IL-17B can bind to IL-17BR which is highly 
expressed in lung and gastrointestinal system either in dissolved or 
membrane hackled forms [3].

IL-25 was first identified by Fort et al., 2001 in a study carried out in 
2001 to search for the sequence homology in cytokine IL-17 genomic 
DNA [4]. Among the 6 members of IL-17 family, the sequence of IL-
25 is 16-20% similar to that of IL-17, revealing its unique function. IL-
25 is capable of regulating immune responses, especially regulation 
of different types of Th2 cells. In fact, this cytokine has a stimulatory 
role for Th2 cells [5]. Phylogenetic analysis demonstrated a close 
correlation among sheep, cow, and pig IL-25. Accordingly, sheep IL-
25 gene was similar to cow’s gene amino acids by 81%, pig’s IL-25 
by 64%, and human IL-25 gene by 67% [6]. 

Role of IL-25 in immune adjustment
IL-25 is produced by different cells various tissues, including 
activated Th2 cells, eosinophils, basophils, liver cells, kidney cells, 
lung cells, innate immune cells resembling lung epithelial cells, 
macrophages (after stimulation by inhaled antigens), mast cells, 
bone marrow cells, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, intestinal epithelial 
cells, and capillary endothelial cells [4,7,8]. Overall, IL-25 regulates 
the internal safety of adaptive immune responses which leads to 
beginning of allergic diseases and plays a role in stimulation of 
pulmonary mucosal cells and fibroblasts. Factors, such as NFATC1 
and Th2/JUNB, are moderated by regulation of GATA3 by IL-25. 
Thus, differentiation to Th2 cells is empowered by regulation of 
GATA3. Since IL-25 has numerous producer and responder cells, it 
plays a significant role in progress and description of the roles the 
cells play in beginning and spread of diseases [9].
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ABStRAct
IL-25 a 2o KDa protein mostly known as IL-17E, encoded by chromosome 14, and containing 117 amino acids. Cytokine IL-17 family 
consists of 6 members; IL-17A to IL-17F, among which IL-25 has a unique structure and function. The receptor of IL-25 (IL-17BR) is 
highly expressed in the main Th2 cells. IL-25 regulates the internal safety of adaptive immune responses which leads to begin allergic 
diseases and plays a role in stimulation of pulmonary mucosal cells and fibroblasts. IL-25 can also have some effects on production of 
other cytokines. For instance, production of IL-25 in human and mice or injection of IL-25 to animals has resulted in production of high 
concentrations of Th2 cytokines, including IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13. Pilot studies have shown that mRNA of IL-25 has a high expression in 
Th2 cells. However, the mechanism through which IL-25 leads to Th2 immune response is still unknown. Reaction between IL-25 and 
IL-17BR leads to activation of transcription factors, such as NF-KB, STAT6, GATA3, NF-ATC1, JUNNB, MAPK, and JNK. IL-25 has been 
used against the kidney damage in mice. A large number of researchers in various countries, including the U.S. and Taiwan, have stated 
that IL-25 is a strong inflammatory cytokine protein which is involved in allergic inflammations.

Role of IL-25 in production and regulation of cytokines
IL-25 can also have affected the production of other cytokines. 
For instance, production of IL-25 in human and mice or induction 
and injection of IL-25 to animals resulted in production of high 
concentrations of Th2 cytokines, including IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 [9-11]. 
Also, by activation of transcription factor NF-KB, IL-25 stimulates 
production of IL-8 cytokine in kidney cell lines. Nonetheless, the 
role of this cytokine in renal diseases is yet to be explained [12]. It 
has been indicated that T cells are regulated in the first transcription 
of IL-4 gene, resulting in an increase in production of Th2 cytokine 
3 days after activation and more differentiation towards Th2 [3]. 
However, some studies have revealed that regulation of Th2 memory 
cytokine is independent from that of IL-4.

The effect of IL-25 on the cells leads to activation of some 
transcription factors, such as GATA3 and phosphorus STAT6, 
which is moderated by IL-4. In fact, IL-4 might activate STAT6 for 
regulation of GATA3, eventually resulting in differentiation towards 
simple Th2. Moreover, the effect of IL-25 on memory cells leads 
to activation of transcription factors, such as GATA3, C-maf, and 
TUNB. It should be noted that IL-25 is mostly involved in activation 
of the transcription factors independent from IL-4 [13].

Role of IL-25 in production of antibodies
IL-25 is an effective factor in production of antibodies and blood 
cells. This cytokine also increases serum production of IgG1, IgE, 
and IgA antibodies, blood eosinophils, and eosinophil infiltration in 
liver. Besides, it leads to production of large amounts of mucus and 
mucosal cells [14,15].

Role of IL-25 in expression of chemokines
Production of IL-25 in pulmonary epithelial cells leads to induction 
of expression of chemokines, such as TARC, eotaxin, and 
Macrophage-Derived Chemokine (MDC), which have a role in 
renewal of eosinophils and Th2 cells [16].

Signaling pathways in IL-25
Pilot studies have shown that mRNA of IL-25 has a high expression 
in Th2 cells. However, the mechanism through which IL-25 leads 
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to Th2 immune response is still unknown. IL-25 probably affects 
polar Th2 cells. As mentioned before, IL-17BR is the receptor of 
IL-25. Reaction between IL-25 and IL-17BR leads to activation of 
transcription factors, such as NF-KB, STAT6, GATA3, NF-ATC1, 
JUNNB, MAPK, and JNK [3,11,15]. In addition, TRAF-6 acts as a 
mediator for the interaction between IL-25 and IL-17BR and also 
plays a role in expression of IL-25 [15].

An alternative pathway proposed by Chun K et al., is the direct 
effect of IL-25 on human eosinophils which leads to high expression 
of IL-25 receptors. Evidence has revealed an increase in expression 
of Intracellular Adhesion Molecules (ICAM1) and a decrease in 
expression of ICM3 and L-selectin in the eosinophils affected by 
IL-25 [17].

Respiratory smooth muscles express receptors for IL-25, as well. In 
general, regulation of IL-25 through respiratory challenges reduces 
respiratory resistance. Therefore, IL-25 signaling in respiratory 
smooth muscles cells results in an increase in bronchospasm [18].

Also, alveolar macrophage-like cells (CD11C+) present high 
expression levels of IL-25, its receptor (IL-17BR), IL-13, and 
eotaxin-2 after induction with IL-25 [19].

Role of IL-25 in inflammation
It has been revealed that CD4 and STAT6 cells are required for 
increase of IL-25 concentration and antigen stimulant eosinophils in 
respiratory tracts. In other words IL-25 has reduced respiratory tract 
allergic inflammation through Th2 cells associated with respiratory 
tract [4]. However, some studies also have reported that CD4 T cells 
are not necessary for production of Th2 cytokine which stimulates 
IL-25. Also, some evidences have demonstrated a decrease in 
antigen stimulant allergic inflammation and cell hyperplasia in 
respiratory tracts following injection of IL-25RS which neutralizes the 
biological activities of IL-25 [13,17,20]. Some findings proved that 
IL-25 is produced not only in infectious or helminth infection sites, 
but also in allergic inflammation respiratory tract [19]. In addition to 
different types of inflammatory cells, pulmonary epithelial cells may 
also be affected by allergens, such as ragweeds and aspergillus 
fungi, resulting in production of IL-25 agents [2]. Overall, it can be 
concluded that production of IL-25 from different cell types might 
play a role in beginning and progress of allergic diseases.

Role of IL-25 in Asthma
Overall, most allergic diseases result from irregularities in type 2 
immune system. Several studies have confirmed that the Th2 cells 
and mucosal cells, macrophages, eosinophils, basophils, and 
pulmonary epithelial cells are the hidden producers of IL-25 [2].

After activation of mammary cells associated with IgE in a mouse 
model of asthma, a transverse relationship was observed between 
IL-25 and IgE. According to such findings the highest production 
was seen 24 h after lung infection in asthma patients. It has been 
suggested that production of IL-25 by airway macrophages might 
play a role in regulation of inflammatory responses in lungs. [3].

IL-25 target cells in allergic responses
Fort et al., reported that NBNT cells were the main target cells of IL-
25 [4]. In respiratory system’s allergic responses, IL-25 is responsible 
not only for production of Th2 cytokine, but also for secretion of type 
2 inflammatory chemokine. Moreover, IL-25 receptor is continuously 
present in pulmonary cells, such as fibroblasts and pulmonary 
mucosal cells, representing the main duty of these cells. It should be 
mentioned that the presence of IL-17BR in human lungs’ fibroblasts 
is mostly regulated by TNF-α [21].

Some evidences indicated that CD4 cells can be target cells IL-25 
and respond through induction of Th2 cytokine. They also activate 
naïve peribronchial lymph node, anti-CD3, and anti-CD28 cells and 
increase production of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 in the presence of IL-
25, but they have no effects on production and secretion of INF-α. 

[22,23].

Role of IL-25 in viral respiratory diseases
Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) increases the risk of progress 
in asthma among children. Up to now, several studies have been 
performed on the effects of deficit and decrease in NK cells in the 
children suffering from RSV. Yet, the important issue is how decrease 
in the number of NK cells in RSV infection leads to inhibition of 
INF-α production, progress of Th2, and increase of IL-25, eventually 
resulting in allergic diseases [24]. A research conducted by Gerard 
Aie et al., in 2010 indicated that increase of Th2 reactions and effect 
of IL-25 derived from respiratory tract epithelial cells enhanced the 
expression of notch ligand jagged on DC cells, inflammation, and 
asthma [25].

In fact, RSV is not only a symptom of asthma, but it also strengthens 
the relationship between viral hit at the beginning of life and childhood 
asthma [26,27]. Overall, clinical studies have demonstrated that 
deficiency and functional disorders in NK cells might play a role in 
bronchitis stimulating RSV which is related to progress of asthma 
in children. The results have also shown that cytokines obtained 
from mucosal cells, such as IL-25, may improve immunity on mucus 
surface [28].

Low amounts of INF-α in the absence of NK cells in the infected 
mice resulted in a considerable increase in IL-25 derived from 
mucosal cells. This proves a unique reverse relationship between 
these factors. In fact, in the absence of NK cells, RSV enhances 
the amount of IL-25 in the respiratory epithelial tissue. IL-25 plays a 
key role in development of Th2 cells and inflammation in response 
to RSV through increasing the expression of notch ligand jagged on 
lymph nodes DC cells [29].

the effect of IL-25 on treatment of autoimmune 
diseases
In kidney patients, macrophages are the essential mediators for 
chronic inflammatory reactions. Macrophages and T cells dense 
accumulation are the specific characteristics of kidney disease 
in humans and animals and are associated with histology and 
functional damage [30]. Adriamycin nephropathy (AN) is a kidney 
disease which leads to urinary loss of proteins. This disease is 
stimulated by Adriamycin which is similar to the central part of 
glomerular sclerosis. In AN, inflammatory infiltrations are mostly 
composed of macrophages and T cells. In a study conducted by 
Qicao et al., 2011 Reported that urinary loss of proteins significantly 
increased in the AN mice compared to those with AN, that had 
been treated with IL-25. In addition, glomerular sclerosis significantly 
decreased in a mouse with AN treated with IL-25 compared to a 
healthy mouse in the control group. The number of small tubes also 
significantly reduced in the mice with AN, that had been treated with 
IL-25 compared to the control group. Besides, the interstitial volume 
significantly decreased in a mouse receiving IL-25 compared to a 
mouse with AN in the control group [31].

Generally, the immunization effect of IL-25 can originate from 
stimulation of Th2 reactions. According to the studies conducted 
so far, monocytes and macrophages reacting with IL-25 act in live 
tissues by low regulation of meta-inflammatory cytokines and high 
regulation of anti-inflammatory cytokines. Besides, IL-25 could 
considerably control the roles of other macrophages activated by 
LPS, such as phagocytes [31].

Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (EAE) is an 
inflammatory autoimmune disease in Central Nervous System 
(CNS) which involves high levels of IL-17, IL-18, INF, and TNF 
cytokines and low levels of Th2 cytokines, such as IL-13 and IL-4 
[13,29]. Studies have indicated that the more the immune system 
is balanced towards Th2, it leads to suppression of autoimmune 
responses [3,9], because Th2 responses lead to several signals 
preventing the production of Th1-dependent IFN [30,31]. IL-25 is 
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mainly expressed by microglia in CNS cells in normal conditions. 
Researchers have demonstrated that the disease was intensified in 
the mice without IL-25 compared to those receiving IL-25 [6].

Role of IL-25 in treatment of cancer
A large number of researchers in various countries, including the 
U.S. and Taiwan, have stated that IL-25 is an inflammatory cytokine 
protein which is involved in allergic inflammations. These two teams 
announced IL-25 as one of the strongest cytokines [32].

In 2005, the researchers of University of California mentioned 
that cultured mammary epithelial cells induced cytotoxic effects 
in human breast. By isolation of IL-25 from the normal human 
epithelial cells, these researchers demonstrated that IL-25 binds 
to its specific receptor (IL-17BR) and increases its apoptotic effect 
in several breast cancer cells. Besides, injection of IL-25 in the 
mice with xenograft breast tumors resulted in a decrease in tumor 
cells growth. This research team continued that IL-25 essentially 
exists in breast tumor cells and sometimes binds to breast tumor 
receptor inducing apoptosis. It should be mentioned that activation 
of apoptosis process is possible by attachment to Death Domains 
(DD) [33].

IL-25 is effective in treatment of pancreatic cancer. Pancreatic 
cancer is the 8th and 9th cause of mortality in males and females 
around the world. Almost 5% of such patients can survive 1-5 y 
after treatment with chemotherapy; therefore, it is one of the life-
threatening cancers. Pancreatic cancer mostly occurs in the 
transmission tract of digestive enzymes to the small intestine. 
Besides, its development is usually resistant against most cancer 
treatments; e.g. lack of reaction to apoptosis stimulants [34].

Considering the role of IL-25 in induction of apoptosis without 
affecting the healthy cells, researchers decided to use IL-25 for 
treatment of pancreatic cancer. IL-25 induces apoptosis and leads 
to tumor cell death by binding to its receptor on tumoural cells. 
This is carried out with cooperation of TCR respectively delta d 
segments (TRDD) and through activation of TNF receptor associated 
factor (TRAF6) signaling pathway which plays an important role in 
adaptive regulation and innate immunity in bone metabolism and 
cell apoptosis [35].

concLuSIon
IL-25 belongs to IL-17E cytokines family and leads to production 
of known Th2 cytokines. These cytokines, including IL-4, IL-5, and 
IL-13, have a role in calling eosinophils cells, differentiation of Th0 
cells to Th2 cells, producing mucus, and producing IgE from B 
lymphocytes. This cytokine also plays a role in creation of allergic 
inflammation in asthma and autoimmune diseases as well as in 
treatment of cancer. In asthma, IL-25 is produced by lymph cells 
such as Th2 as well as by non-lymph cells such as mucosal cells, 
macrophages, eosinophils, basophils, and pulmonary mucosal 
cells. The pathogenic effects of this cytokine result from its impact 
on mucus production and eosinophil inflammation. Since most 
autoimmune diseases originate from disturbance of balance between 
the immune cells, in case the autoimmune disease originates from 
Th1 cells, injection of IL-25 which leads to differentiation of Th0 
to Th2 cells and production of their cytokines can be effective in 
improvement of the disease. IL-25 which induces apoptosis in 
cancer cells is a proper candidate for treatment of cancer such as 
pancreatic cancer. Since cytokines have different effects on different 
cells, IL-25 cytokine shows different effects in autoimmune diseases 
and cancers. Thus, further studies are required to be conducted 
on various cancer cell lines and autoimmune diseases to further 
elucidate in role of the cytokine in these diseases. For instance, 
these studies might involve knocking out the receptors of this 
cytokine in animal models of autoimmune diseases, adjacency of 
this cytokine to cancer cell lines at different times, and investigation 
its pathologic and treatment effects.
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